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ABSTRACT

Truckload (TL) is the principle mode of freight transportation in the United Sates. Buyers of TL
services are shippers with significant amount of shipments throughout a year. Due to the complexity
of their network and the large expenditure on transportation, shippers select their carriers through
auctions and using optimization methods, and enter into long-term contracts with winners with the
best prices. Shippers subsequently request their carriers to fulfill shipment every time there's a load,
a procedure called 'tender'. Despite the sophisticated selection and the existence of contracts,
shippers' tenders are frequently rejected by their carriers, a phenomenon called tender rejection.
When this happens, the shipper has to find alternative carriers and most of the time the price for the
load increases. With weekly rejection rate as a dependent variable, and with variability of volume,
length of haul, or the differential in prices as independent variables, this research mainly used the
linear regression method to examine how well these independent variables account for rejections for
a given lane. The analysis used the data including TL shipment and tender records of 17 shippers for
five years. This research also attempted to discover any geographic patterns of frequent rejections.
The analysis of the relationship between truckload rates and rejection rates suggested a potential
trade-off between price and rejection, which questions the generally accepted strategy of shippers
minimizing truckload expenditures by unconditionally reducing rejections.

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Chris Caplice
Title: Executive Director, Center for Transportation and Logistics
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1 Introduction

Over-the-road trucking is the principal mode of domestic freight transportation in the United States. In 2011,

the total trucking revenue amounted to $604 billion, contributing to 81% of the total U.S. commercial freight

revenues (S&P 2013).

Within the trucking industry, the truckload (TL) transportation market is the largest segment, moving 33% of

all shipments in the U.S. in terms of tonnage in 2011. TL service firms, or carriers, provide a full-truckload

capacity for direct point-to-point shipment of goods based on shippers' demand. The buyers of TL services, or

shippers, typically have large volume of freights throughout a year. Typically, TL service is offered based on

long-term contracts, for one year or longer, between shippers and carriers.

Despite the significant role of TL transportation in the economy and the presence of long-term contracts,

shippers frequently and consistently experience tender rejections in their day-to-day transportation operations.

Tender rejection refers to an incident in which a carrier rejects a shipper's request for a shipment within a

specific time window. When this occurs, the shipper must look for other available carriers, which often leads

to sharp increases in transportation prices.

This thesis compares tender rejections in various conditions using actual market data, identifies the causes,

and quantifies the impact of them. This section will introduce the truckload transportation industry, carrier

economics and truckload price, shippers' procurement process of TL services, tender rejection and its impact

on truckload price, and hypothetical reasons for the problem.
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1.1 Trucking industry and segments

Shippers in the U.S. acquire truck transportation from the two main sources: private fleets and for-hire

trucking firms. Thousands of companies operate their own truck fleet to fulfill their transportation needs. The

private-carrier market accounts for 49% of the total truck shipments (by tonnage) in 2011 with the remaining

51% filled by for-hire carriers (S&P 2013).

The for-hire trucking industry is further divided into the two segments: full-truckload (TL) and less-than-

truckload (LTL). While both modes use the same transportation technology, e s s e ntially tractor-trailer trucks,

they are different primarily by shipment size and service configuration (direct vs. consolidated). A typical TL

service transports a large single shipment (up to 40,000 pounds) for a shipper from a point of origin to a

destination without intermediate stops. LTL carriers collect shipments of smaller sizes (typically 1,000 to

1,200 pounds per shipment) from multiple shippers and locations, and consolidate them into a full trailer for

shipment between the carrier's terminals. Within the total for-hire market, TL accounted for 86% in 2011.

While this thesis is a study of tender rejection, which occurs only in the TL market, the scope of our analysis

is limited to transactions of dry van carriers, the sub-segment of the TL market, where the problem is most

prevalent. Dry van carrier involves the movement of general packaged merchandise and accounts for about

the half of the TL market. The other half of the market is specialized carriers including heavy haulers, auto

carriers, tankers, flatbed, bulk commodity, temperature-controlled, and others in the specialized category.

1.2 Major players of the truckload market

Shippers, carriers, and third party logistics providers (3PLs) are the three main players in the truckload

industry.
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Shippers are customers of TL carriers that own or control goods that need to be transported. Since TL service

mostly involves consistent shipment over the course of a year, shippers in the TL industry are typically very

large. A major packaged food company who needs to move millions of cans of food from the factory to

various warehouses or retail distribution points is our typical TL shipper. Our problem, tender rejection, is

also these shippers' problem, so our research was conducted from a viewpoint of shippers.

Trucking firms, commonly called carriers, provide TL service to shippers. They own or lease trucks and

employ drivers. Carriers are also called second party logistics providers (2PLs) because, from the viewpoint of

shipper, the carrier is a second party. The TL market is highly fragmented without a single dominant player,

mainly due to low-entry barrier. There are around 45,000 carriers in the U.S. and the majority of them, around

30,000 of the total, have annual revenues of less than $1 million (S&P 2013).

3PLs are called non-asset-based carriers because they provide transportation services without owning any

assets or employing any drivers. Again, they are called third party from a shipper's point of view. Leveraging

their vast network and relationships with a number of asset-based trucking firms, 3PLs play a role as broker or

intermediary matching shipper's transportation demand with carriers' capacity. The role of 3PLs is crucial

especially in the areas where overall truck volume is low and volatile and available trucks are scarce.

1.3 Truckload price

The price of truckload service mostly consists of two parts: linehaul rate and fuel surcharge. Price may also

include accessorial charges if additional service, such as extra waiting time, is included. Since we analyzed

transactions that involved no extra service, truckload price for this research is defined as,

truckload price = linehaul rate + fuel surcharge

Both linehaul rate and fuel surcharge are charged based on the miles driven.
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1.3.1 Linehaul rate and LHPM

From the shippers' viewpoint, the price for the pure TL services is the linehaul rate. Thus, when we compared

truckload prices in this research, we only referred to linehaul rates. Shippers pay linehaul rate based on the

miles driven, with exception for short-haul shipments, which can be charged a sum per load. Hence, to

compare truckload price for long-haul shipments between shippers, we used linehaul rate per mile (LHPM) as

a benchmark.

Since the TL market is very fragmented and competitive, carriers' operating profit margin is very low and

thus the truckload price reflects carriers' actual cost of providing TL services. Linehaul rate is priced so that it

can compensate carriers' operating cost to serve the shipment, such as wages for drivers. Almost all long-haul

TL drivers are paid based on loaded miles driven. Labor cost represents approximately one third of operating

costs for carriers, on average, making it the single largest component of operating costs (S&P 2013).

Truckload price doesn't explicitly compensate for carriers' operating cost involved in empty miles. Empty

miles are the distance a driver has to drive between the services (such as backhaul). Hence, in order to

breakeven, a carrier should consider whether the linehaul rate covers the operating cost involved in driving

both loaded and empty miles.

1.3.2 Fuel Surcharge

Shippers pay carriers a separate rate for the fuel cost involved in the shipment based on the market fuel price.

The rate is called fuel surcharge (FSC). The most common FSC scheme is based on the difference between the

prevailing market price of diesel fuel and a base rate set by the shipper (for example, $1.20/gallon). This

difference in price is the price premium and it is calculated as,

fuel price premium = market fuel price - base rate

where all units are in $/gallon.
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The FSC rate, which is charged based on miles driven, is calculated by dividing the price premium by truck's

fuel efficiency as,

FSC rate =
fuel price premium

truck'sfuel efficiency

Alternatively, the FSC rate is calculated by multiplying the fuel price premium by the FSC multiplier as,

FSC rate = fuel price premum x FSC multiplier

where the FSC multiplier is the inverse of fuel efficiency. The unit of FSC is $/mile.

Finally, the actual FSC for a load is computed by multiplying FSC per mile with the distance as,

FSC for a load = FSC x distance

Each shipper has its own FSC program with his defined base rate and fuel efficiency (or multiplier). Since a

FSC programs typically assumes the fixed fuel efficiency, it may benefit carriers who operate the trucks with

better fuel efficiency than the one defined in the FSC program.

The base rate, which is typically very low compared to market price, can be interpreted as carriers' burden for

fuel cost.

1.4 Carrier economics

Carrier economics is the key to explaining carrier's responsiveness. In this section, we will discuss carrier

economics and how it affects carrier's decision whether to accept or reject shipper's tender.

1.4.1 Connection cost

The TL carrier's cost can be divided into two parts: linehaul movement and connection to follow-on loads

(Caplice & Sheffi 2003). Cost of linehaul movement equals to the operating cost involved in moving trucks
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from a point of pickup to a destination, including wages, fuel, tires, etc. Cost of connection to follow-on load

is the operating costs involved in deadheading and dwell time. Deadhead is movement of an empty truck from

its current location to the location of the new load. Dwell time is the time the driver has to stay at a location

waiting for a follow-on load to be identified. It also include the cost of waiting for loading and unloading at a

facility.

While the cost of linehaul movement is well understood and controlled by carriers, cost of connection is never

predictable with certainty by carriers. This is due to short tendering lead times (time between tender and

pickup time) and the overall spatial and temporal variability of shipper demand.

1.4.2 Economies of scope

Due to the existence of a connection cost, the cost of serving a load highly depends on its follow-on load.

Especially, the cost of serving two lanes (origin-destination pairs) by a single carrier can be lower than the

cost that would be incurred by using two different carriers each serving a single lane. In this case, both the

carrier serving the two lanes and shipper can benefit from economies of scope (Caplice & Sheffi 2003).

Such carrier economics may affect the carrier's decision. A carrier may reject a highly priced long-haul

shipment if an empty backhaul is likely because the cost of connection to a potential follow-on load is too

high. Even if an empty backhaul is highly likely, a carrier may accept short-haul shipments from an origin

with consistent volume because he can expect with certainty that there is another load from the same origin

when he returns during the same day.

1.4.3 Low entry barrier

The overhead cost for TL carriers is lower than that for most other modes of transportation because TL

operations don't require large capital investment. The capital cost to purchase or lease trucking equipment

represents the majority of the overhead cost.
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Due to low overhead cost, TL carriers cannot always benefit from economics of scale. Operating two or more

trucks doesn't give the carrier advantage over other carrier with one truck. This cost structure lowers barriers

for local small carriers to enter into the market and makes the market highly competitive. Small carriers can

always take business from larger ones by optimizing their business to a specific shipper.

Such lack of economics of scale is also applied to shippers. Simply buying large volume of truck services does

not lower the overall price. Consistent volume, or having balanced volume coming in and out of its locations,

allows carriers to lower their connection costs, thereby lowering truckload price for the shipper.

Excessive competition in the TL market can lead to tender rejection. A new carrier may win a shipper's

business with low price. However, if the price doesn't reflect the carrier's cost of serving the business, then

the carrier is likely to reject loads.

1.5 Procurement of truckload transportation

Procurement in general is the acquisition of goods, services or works from an external source. In the case of

TL services, shippers acquire transportation services from for-hire carriers. The major part of TL service

procurement is auction and carrier selection, especially for large shippers, who manage shipments over

thousands of lanes. The result of auction and carrier selection is placed into the shipper's routing guide. When

these major procurement processes are completed, the shipper's load manager uses the routing guide for

execution of shipments on a daily basis.

In this section and also in the following literature review, we will divide the shipper's procurement processes

into procurement and execution. The procurement starts from general transportation planning and ends with
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the routing guide. Execution refers to managing each load on a daily basis following the instructions of the

routing guide.

The following lists the main terms and processes at the procurement stage. In the following section, we will

introduce issues in the execution stage with focus on tender rejection.

* Lane definition: A lane is an origin and a destination pair. Shippers often have consistent or large

shipment volumes on some lanes, while having irregular or low volume on the other lanes. To attract

potential carriers, shippers can define each lane at different levels of specificity, such as 'Napoleon,

OH to Maxton, NC' (city to city) or '43545 to 28364' (5zip to 5zip). Such specificity depends on

expected volume or variability. Carriers quote their TL service price based on shipper's lane

definition.

* Reverse auction: To find the best carriers, shippers send a request for to potential carriers. The invited

carriers then bid with a price quotation for each lane. This is a reverse auction since the bidders are

sellers of the service. TL auctions can also be private-value auctions in which bidders (carriers) bid

based on their private value instead of common market value.

" Combinatorial auctions & package bids: Large sophisticated shippers accommodate carriers' package

bids so they can lower the TL price by allowing carriers to capture the benefit of economies of scope.

In this case, if a carrier can lower the overall cost by serving several lanes for a shipper, he will bid a

competitive price for those lanes with the condition that the offer is valid only if he wins all of the

lanes. This auction is a combinatorial auction because carriers can submit bids for a combination of

lanes, rather than for individual lanes.
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e WDP (winner determination problem): The WDP is simply the model used to select which carriers to

assign across the shipper's network. This is typically a MILP with various constraints (e.g., max/min

volume) or conditions (e.g., package bids).

e Primary carriers and primary rates: Winning carriers are assigned to each respective lane. Each

winning carrier is called the primary carrier for that lane. To avoid confusion, there is only one

primary carrier per lane used in this research. In practice, shippers can have multiple carriers for a

lane in their routing guide. Truckload prices of primary carriers are called primary rates in this

research.

" Routing guide: The output of the WDP is a carrier assignment which is placed in an electronic

catalogue, commonly called a routing guide. Shippers manage their day-to-day transportation

operation following their routing guides. When there is a shipment requirement, the shipper initially

tenders the load to the primary carrier for the lane onto which the load falls. If the tender is rejected, a

new tender is extended to the next carrier in for the lane according to the routing guide. Logic for

step-by-step procedures, such as tender interval time (e.g., 50 minutes) is also defined in the routing

guide. The routing guide is part of TMS (transportation management system) software package that

assist shipper's transportation management.

In this section, we reviewed shipper's sophisticated procurement processes using optimization methods. The

limitation of this method, however, is that the carrier selection is determined based on the shipper's expected

volume for the planning period. Actual volume can be highly volatile or significantly different from the

expectation at the time of auction. This volume variability may cause the carrier not to honor contracts by

rejecting tenders.
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1.6 Tender rejection

After completing procurement and populating routing guide with primary carriers, the shipper executes each

load by tendering it to the primary carrier in day-to-day TL transportation management. Even though the

shipper selects the best carriers for each lane using competitive auction, the primary carriers often reject the

tenders.

1.6.1 Tender rejection, tender depth and backup carriers

Tender rejection occurs when the primary carrier cannot position a truck for the load. It can also happen when

shippers tender an unplanned load, or a shipment occurs that is not on a lane defined in the routing guide. In

this case, since the shipper doesn't have the primary carrier for the load, he extends the tender to carriers

following the pre-determined logic in the routing guide defined for unplanned loads. Our research investigated

mainly planned loads to discover the reasons for tender rejection by primary carriers.

Several tenders can be extended until the available carrier accepts the load. The number of rejections until the

load is accepted is called 'tender depth'. For example, tender depth is '0' when the load is accepted by the

primary carrier and it is '1' if the load is rejected by the primary carrier, but then accepted by the first

available carrier. We refer to the secondary carriers as backup carriers. The final rate in the last tender that is

accepted by the backup carrier is called the backup rate.

Throughout this paper, a load is classified as a rejected load if it is rejected at least once. Regardless of tender

depth, all loads whose tender depth is 1 or higher are called rejected loads.

Shippers view the rejection rate of a carrier as an index of the carrier's performance. The rejection rate can

also be applied to a specific lane, in which case the rate indicates the robustness of procurement (or routing

guide) for the lane. Rejection rate is defined as,
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rejection rate (of carrier) =
number of loads rejected by the carrier

number of loads total tendered to the carrier

rejection rate (on lane) =
number of rejected loads on the lane

number of total tendered load on the lane

for a given period.

Rejection rate can be computed for various time frames, such as annual rejection rate or daily rejection rate.

Acceptance rate is also used by shippers as a index for carrier's performance and it is defined as,

acceptance rate = 1 - rejection rate

1.6.2 Hypothetical reasons for tender rejection

Over the course of the contract period, misalignment between shippers' and carriers' network may lead to

frequent tender rejections. Procurement was done based on the shipper's projection of transportation demand

for the contract period. If shipper's actual demand deviates significantly from the plan, and if the change

affects the primary carriers' profitability, the shipper may face tender rejections more frequently. This issue

can be addressed by periodically updating the routing guide based on a review of carrier performabce and by

replacing bad performers with alternative carriers.

We hypothesized that, in day-to-day TL operations, the existence of the excessive connection costs, and the

carrier's expectation of it, lead to tender rejections. For example, even if a load is profitable, the carrier may

reject the load if the cost of connection to that load surpasses the profit. The carrier may also reject a load if

they expect a long deadhead or dwell time following the tendered load. We also hypothesized that shortage of

18
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truck capacity contributes to tender rejection if the shipper's transportation demand for a specific lane rises

sharply in a very short period.

These short-term factors are unpredictable and cannot be controlled by either carrier or shipper. However, we

assume that there are factors that can be controlled by shippers based on our hypotheses for short-term carrier

behavior. The factors that we examined in our research include load volatility on a specific lane, length of

haul, and price or rate.

Even if a shipper has large volume over a lane for a year, if the daily or weekly volume is highly volatile, the

primary carriers may not be able to provide capacity when demanded. This could lead to tender rejections.

Distance, or the length of haul, is potentially related to tender rejections because it can affect carriers'

equipment utilization. Distance is also a factor to the carriers' operational constraint: driver's hours-of-service

(HOS). By law a single driver can drive a maximum of 11 hours after 10 consecutive hours off duty. If a

carrier's driver is unable to finish the load within a day based on the driver's remaining hours of service, the

tender for this load is more likely to be rejected. A shipment of over 600-mile distance also can pose an

operational challenge for the carrier because it cannot be done in 11 hours. Distance matters especially for

local or regional carriers. If a carrier has a limited shipper base, availability of follow-on load is highly

unpredictable if the current load is long haul. Kafarski (2012) found that carriers reject more often if the

distance exceeds 100 miles.

We assumed that contract price, or primary rate, also affects carriers' behavior. A carrier may serve several

shippers and if the price of one shipper is higher than that of the other and the underlying costs are similar,

then the carrier may reject the tender with lower price.
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In the data analysis section, we will review whether these three factors in fact affected tender rejections in the

actual transaction data.

1.6.3 Price escalation

A primary rate reflects the best possible price that the shipper can get for the lane during the procurement

period. Hence, it is expected that actual truckload price will increase from the primary rate when a tender for a

shipment over the lane is rejected and the shipper has to confer to backup carriers. This is the reason why

shippers try to minimize tender rejections.

1.7 Our research problem

Tender rejection has been the focus of much practical research (including studies in our literature review)

because it makes transportation costs uncontrollable. This research extends the previous studies by examining

various causal factors and quantifying their impacts on tender rejections. Especially, our research extends the

study of Kafarski and Caruso (2012), which addressed the relationship between the length of the haul and

tender rejections. We studied other factors such as price and volatility of lane volume.

In our research, we attempted to find more subtle relationships between truckload price and tender rejection.

In many previous studies, tender rejection is always considered as a factor that raises truckload price and

shippers' overall transportation expenditure. However, the relationship between tender rejection and truckload

price itself has been rarely studied. Along the same line, high acceptance rate is implicitly considered good.

However, we assumed that there is a cost for getting high acceptance.

We asked the following questions while analyzing data:

e Do shippers' demand volatility on lanes affect carrier response?

e Does the length of haul affect tender rejection?

. Do carriers make accept or reject decision based on contract price with shippers?
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Should shippers whose goal is to minimize transportation cost aim at 100% acceptance rate?

1.8 Partner company

For this research, we partnered with C.H. Robinson Worldwide, a leading 3PL provider serving customers in

freight transportation, mainly truckload trucking. Our dataset is provided by C.H. Robinson's TMC, a division

of the company that provides outsourced transportation management. TMC manages truckload operations for

over 40 clients, some of whom are the largest shippers in the U.S. Our dataset contains actual tender and

shipment records of those clients over the past five years.

1.9 Looking ahead

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews previous research on truckload

transportation with focus both on the procurement and on the execution aspects. Chapter 3 overviews our

dataset and transportation network present in the data. This chapter also describes our key variable, weekly

rejection rate. Chapter 4 exhibits our findings and what they suggest. The final chapter discusses the

implications of our results for the TL shippers.
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2 Literature Review

As a background to our research, we reviewed literature on various topics related to procurement of truckload

services. The literature on this subject can be loosely categorized into two groups: procurement and execution.

Studies in the procurement category addressed problems in shipper's procurement processes while research in

the latter category focused on problems in day-to-day execution by analyzing shippers' actual tender and

shipment data. Our research relates to execution. In this section, we will review research for both categories.

We also summarize the key findings and insights from analysis of the previous research.

2.1 Truckload procurement

During the procurement process, shippers annually set up a transportation plan, hold an auction to obtain

quotes from potential carriers, select carriers for each lane, and enter into annual contracts with each carrier.

Finally, carrier assignments are placed into the shippers' routing guide for future execution. The previous

research on TL procurement focused on optimization (a winner determination problem) and combinatorial

auction.

2.1.1 Optimization-based procurement

Large shippers, who hold auctions to select carriers, have to solve complex optimization problems because

they need to assign hundreds of carriers to thousands of lanes. Reynolds Metals Company was the pioneer in

using optimization to determine the winner of a transportation auction. Moore, Warmke, and Gorban (1991)

described how Reynolds bid out and assigned lanes to carriers. Reynolds developed a mixed integer program

model that minimized overall transportation costs by assigning carriers to each lane, taking into account

individual carrier capacity constraints, volume commitments, and other constraints.
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Caplice and Sheffi (2003) introduced the overall auction process for TL service procurement and carrier

assignment methods using an optimization model. The authors discussed why economies of scope are more

appropriate than economies of scale in explaining carriers' cost for providing TL service. They also described

uncertainty in the bidding from carriers' perspective, due to the imbalance in the shippers' transportation

network and the lack of information for carriers to predict the cost of doing business with the shipper.

Due to these uncertainties, carriers tend to hedge by raising their bids to a level much higher than their reserve

price. Some carriers may also win a shipper's business with a bid that doesn't reflect the actual cost and then

default on the contract. This is referred to as the 'winners' curse'. In both of the cases, uncertainty raises the

shipper's overall transportation expenditure. To address this problem, the authors introduced an auction

format that allows carriers to reduce uncertainties by bidding for a combination of lanes, instead of bidding for

a single lane. Sheffi (2004) further explained how this combinatorial auction framework can benefit both

shippers and carriers by exploiting economies of scope present in the TL industry, and also reported the case

of actual implementations.

The authors provided lessons from practice. They explained the appropriate size of transportation network for

optimization-based procurement versus manual analysis. The authors showed using an example that a shipper

with 1,800 lanes and 200,000 loads per year, the optimization-based procurement reduced transportation cost

by 6%. They suggested what indices of carrier performance a shipper could factor into the optimization

method. They also discussed limitations of routing guide, as it cannot execute precisely upon the strategic

plans that an optimization-based procurement process creates.

2.1.2 Routing guide

Caplice (2007) provided an overview of TL procurement with focus on routing guide. The author compared

the terminologies used in TL procurement with the general terms used in a common electronic commerce

format. Especially, routing guides correspond to the 'electronic catalogue' in the general electronic
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marketplace format. Routing guide is also a synonym for transportation management system (TMS), which

electronically executes tenders, selects carriers and manages payments.

Caplice (2007) connected various rules and considerations in TL procurement to actual mechanisms of the

routing guide, such as the number of primary carriers assigned to a lane. Optimization methods yield one

optimal carrier for each lane. However, shippers may assign two or more primary carriers to lanes with high

volume. In such cases, the routing guide should have the logic to allocate each load to multiple carriers.

The author also explained the relationship between specificity of lane definition in TL procurement and

assignment of a load to the primary carrier during execution using the routing guide. Caplice (2007) noted that

shippers rarely include very specific lanes such as "5-digit postal code to 5-digit postal code" when putting

lanes for an auction. Instead, shippers have multiple levels of lane specificity depending on load volume and

variability. As a result, there can be multiple lanes in the routing guide with different specificities that can be

applicable to a specific load. The routing guide should have the logic to tender to the right carrier to capture

the benefit of the strategic procurement.

Caplice (2007) described a characteristic of a TL freight network; that most of load volumes are distributed on

only a few lanes, while the majority of lanes have little volume. The network present in the dataset of this

research had the same characteristic, limiting effectiveness of price comparisons among different lanes.

He pointed out that the contracts between shippers and carriers are not completely binding since carriers will

not always have equipment available when the shipper requests it, while the shipper does not guarantee a

minimum volume or dollar amount to the winning carriers.
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2.1.3 Qualitative performance data into optimization problem

Harding (2005) discussed how to incorporate actual carrier performance metrics, such as rejection rate, into

optimization methods. Optimization methods find a solution that minimizes the overall cost, taking into

account the price of a carrier for a specific lane. Harding (2005) addressed issues with how to adjust carriers'

bids before optimization so that carriers with a better acceptance rate are more likely to win the bid. He

pointed out that a carrier's rejection rate should be viewed differently if the carrier rejected the shipper's

unplanned load, as opposed to rejecting a planned load on the lane that the carrier is assigned to. Harding

(2005) also used simulation to show price escalation as a result of tender rejections.

2.2 TL shipment execution

Once strategic procurement is completed, shippers execute each shipment on a daily basis by tendering loads

to primary carriers according to the routing guide and assigning them to the carriers who accepted them. In

this section, we will review the previous studies that analyzed actual tender and shipment records. The

researchers showed how the considerations used in procurement, such as a fuel surcharge program or lane

definition, affected truckload prices. The rules in the routing guide, such as tender lead time, were also

examined as a factor for variability in truckload prices.

2.2.1 Lane specificity and truckload price

Shippers typically define lanes based on an annual threshold volume (Caplice 2007). If a shipper has low

volume on a lane, he uses a less specific lane definition such as "state to state," so that the lane includes larger

volume. This exercise is called lane aggregation. Collins and Quinlan (2010) studied how lane aggregation

affected transportation prices by comparing truckload price for different lane specificities such as point to

point, point to region, and so on, where the researchers defined a 5-digit zip code as a point and any zone less

specific than a 5-digit postal code as a region.
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2.2.2 Fuel surcharge and truckload price

Each shipper has his own fuel surcharge program. A shipper compensates carriers for fuel costs that exceed

the peg rate (in the introduction section, we called this base rate), which is usually set at $1.20 per gallon.

With the knowledge of how much they will be compensated for fuel cost, carriers calculate their profitability

for a specific lane and bid a price accordingly. Abramson and Sawant (2012) evaluated how a shipper's fuel

surcharge program affected its linehaul rates and the result showed that carriers implicitly discounted their

linehaul rates according to the shipper's surcharge program.

2.2.3 Tender lead time and truckload price

Caldwell and Fisher (2008) showed that longer lead time lowered variability of rates. Tender lead time is the

time from when a shipper tenders a load to when the load needs to be picked up. The analysis showed that

with a longer lead time that allowed carriers to have more time to plan for the load, shippers could reduce both

truckload price and rejections.

2.2.4 Length of haul and rejection rate

Our research extends the work of Kafarski & Caruso (2012) on carrier rejection behavior and variability of

truckload prices. They compared rejection rates on the transportation network of a large beverage company to

identify over which lengths of haul range that rejections occurred more frequently. They used daily volume

on a given lane (3-digit postal code origin to 3-digit postal code destination) to calculate rejection rates.

The analysis showed that the average daily rejection rate for a 9-month period varied by distance. The rates

were near zero up to 100 miles, increased in the 100-400 mile range, and slightly declined from this peak for

distances over 400 miles. It also showed that price escalations due to rejections were most severe in the 100-

300 mile range, with the rate of increase ranging from 5 to 17%.

Kafarski interviewed carriers to find the explanations for the observation and noted:
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"We learned that they would usually round-trip equipment up to 100-140 miles and be willing to come back empty.

However, beyond that distance, they would try to look for a backhaul load to still to make a profit. By going up 100-

150 miles, carriers can complete around two loads a day, which provides them with optimal use of equipment. Then,

past the 400-mile mark, the situation again becomes more favorable to the carriers."

The researchers' interviews with various carriers also revealed that carriers reject tenders for the following

reasons: short lead time, surge in volume, unplanned lane, long dwell time, adverse weather, inconsistent

volume and low price.

2.2.5 Summary of findings of the previous research

Table 1 lists the explanatory variables used in the previous research as described in section 2.2. The

"Relationship" column in the table indicates the correlation between the independent variables and truckload

prices (dependent variable). For example, in Collins & Quilan's research, the lane specificity of the 'point-to-

region' increased truckload price from the base case.
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Authors Data Independent Variable detail Relationshipvariable
Collins & - Length of haul: > 250 - Lane specificity: - Point to point Base
Quinlan miles

e Linehaul rate per mile: - Point to region Positive
> $0.70 & < $3.50

- Region to point Negative

e Region to region Positive

e Lane volume 1/(annual volume) Positive
(inverse)

e Empty miles Empty miles at Positive
origin/destination/lane

Caldwell & - Length of haul: >250 - Tender lead time: - 0-16 hours Positive
Fisher miles

- Linehaul rate per mile: - 17-59 hours Base
> $0.50 & < $8.00

- 60+ hours Negative

- Lane volume Negative

Abramson - Length of haul: > 300 - Fuel surcharge Nominal FSC + peg rate Negative
& Sawant miles (FSC)

- Linehaul rate per mile:
>$0.80 & <$2.50

Table 1 Summary of results from previous research

2.3 Chapter summary

We reviewed the previous research describing how shippers strategically procure TC services and select their

primary carriers using optimization-based procurement methods that markedly lowered overall transportation

costs. We also reviewed the research showing how various factors used in TL procurement affected truckload

price and tender rejections in shippers' day-to-day transportation executions.
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3 Dataset and Methodology

In this section, we will review our dataset and describe the truckload transportation network presented in the

dataset. As the original dataset contained outliers and incorrect inputs, we will explain how we cleansed the

data for analysis. To compare tender rejection in various conditions, it was essential for this research to

adequately define the 'rejection rate' variable and we will explain why we used a weekly rejection rate.

3.1 The dataset

The dataset for this research included tender and shipment records for TL loads shipped during a period from

1/1/2008 to 9/30/2012. The dataset showed that 17 shippers made a total of 2,384,680 tenders to secure trucks

for 1,670,104 loads. The ratio of the number of tenders to the number of loads indicated that the shippers

made 1.43 tenders on average to find the carriers.
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The shipper group represented five market segments with the majority of the shipments belonging to the food

& beverage (59%) industry, followed by automotive (26%) and paper (8%) (Fig. 1).
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Figure 2 Load volume by length of haul

The carriers hauled an average of 467 miles for each load. The shipments that were greater than or equal to

100 and less than 400 miles contributed to 49% of the total and the short-haul shipments (less than 100 miles)

accounted for 12% of the total (Fig. 2). In general, shippers view the 100-400 mile length of haul range as the

problematic range in which rejection is more likely than for shorter hauls (CHR 2013).

The truckload transportation network present in the dataset was countrywide. The origins and the destinations

of the shipments extended over 49 states and over 3,000 cities. Over the five years, the shippers shipped goods

over 17,000 lanes.

In our data analysis, lane is a paired origin and destination, both defined by 3-digit postal codes. It is

important to note that only a very small percentage of the lanes were shared by more than one shipper even
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though we broadly defined lanes using 3-digit postal codes. In 2011, the group of 17 shippers shipped their

goods over 8,291 lanes. If all of the shippers shipped over the 8,291 lanes, the possible combination of lanes

and shippers would total 140,947 (8,291 multiplied by 17). The actual combination in the dataset was only

8,581, which indicated that only very few lanes were shared by more than one shipper.

To compare the data by region, we divided the shipment records by the US Census Bureau's four regions and

nine divisions (Fig. 3). The shipments with origins in the East North Central division of the Midwest region

accounted for 26% of the loads, followed by the South Atlantic (14%), the Middle Atlantic (14%) and the

West South Central (13%) divisions.
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Figure 3 Load volume by origin

Although the transportation network in the dataset extended throughout the country, it was only a fraction of

the entire TL market in the U.S. in terms of transportation costs. The shippers' total expenditure in the dataset,

based on linehaul rate and fuel surcharge, amounted to $337 million in 2011, which contributed to 0.12% of

the total TL market revenue in the same year ($280 billion, S&P 2013).
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Destination East East Middle Moun- New South West West
North South Eng- Pacific . North South Sum

Origin Central Central Atlantic tai land Atlantic Central Central

East North Central 11% 1% 3% 0% 1% 0% 3% 5% 1% 26%
East South Central 1% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 4% 1% 1% 9%
Middle Atlantic 3% 1% 5% 0% 1% 0% 3% 0% 0% 14%
Mountain 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0% 3%
New England 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2%
Pacific 0% 0% 0% 3% 0% 8% 0% 0% 0% 12%
South Atlantic 1% 3% 2% 0% 0% 0% 6% 0% 1% 14%

West North Central 2% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 3% 1% 8%
West South Central 1% 1% 0% 2% 0% 0% 1% 2% 6% 13%
Sum 20% 8% 12% 6% 2% 11% 19% 10% 11% 100%

Table 2 Origin and destination matrix

3.2 Data preparation

In this section, we will review how we cleansed the dataset and normalized the linehaul rate. We will also

discuss why we used a weekly rejection rate to compare tender rejections in various conditions.
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3.2.1 Data cleansing

The initial dataset included input errors and outlying figures, mostly due to manual inputs by the load planners

at the shippers. Abnormal linehaul rates were filtered out by using the following criteria:

* 0 < Distance <= 250 miles AND Linehaul rate > $800

- Distance > 250 miles AND Linehaul rate per mile (LHPM) > $3.20/mile

e LHPM < $0.70/mile

The following incorrect inputs and out-of-scope data were also excluded from our dataset:

* Distance equal to or less than zero

e Customer (shipper) ID "NA"

e Incorrect origin and destination zip codes

- StopQuantity not "1 P1 D" (shipments with more than one pickup or drop points)

e Mode not "Van TL" (non dry-van shipments)

e "Expedited" ('expedited' service for extra charge)

- The number of accepted tenders per load more than one

- Tender sequence not starting from 0

Appendix A.1 includes details of the data field in our dataset.

3.2.2 Normalized linehaul rate

In this research, we compared only linehaul rates to evaluate differences in truckload prices. To correctly

compare linehaul rates of multiple shippers, we normalized the linehaul rates by eliminating the differences in

fuel surcharge rates among the shippers.

To do so, we first calculated the total rate for each shipment by,
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total rate = linehaul rate + fuel surcharge

and computed normalized fuel surcharge by,

normalized fuel surcharge = (market fuel price - base price) x multiplier

We applied the same base price of $1.20 per gallon and the same multiplier of 0.17 gallon per mile to all of

the shipments in the dataset. The multiplier implies the truck's fuel efficiency of 5.88 mile per gallon.

Finally, the normalized linehaul rate is calculated by,

normalized linehaul rate = total rate - normalized fuel surcharge

3.2.3 Rejection rate

The rejection rate indicates how frequently tenders are rejected for loads on a given lane. It is computed by,

rejection rate =
number of rejected loads

number of total loads

for a given lane.

In our analysis, we also used acceptance rate as a criteria to measure carrier's responsiveness to shippers'

tender and it is computed by,

acceptance rate = 1 - rejection rate =
number of accepted loads

number of total loads

It is important to note that we used a weekly rejection rate to mitigate the effect of high volatility of daily load

volume. For example, Table 3 shows that the daily rejection rate for a hypothetical lane swings between 5%

and 100%. The average of the daily rejection rates for this week is,
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5% + 100% + 5% + 100% + 5%
5 =43%

This average (43%) indicates that rejection rate for this lane was much higher than normal. However, the

shipper experienced rejection relatively not so frequently compared to the total number of loads during this

week. The average is high because it assumes each day is equal.

Day Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

Number of loads 20 1 20 1 20

Rejected loads 1 1 1 1 1

Daily rejection rate 5% 100% 5% 100% 5%

Table 3 Rejection rate on lane with volatile volume

On the other hand, the rejection rate based on the weekly volume is,

1+1+1+1+1 5
= - = 8.06%

20+1 + 20+ 1 + 20 62

We considered that the weekly rejection rate is a better indicator of a tender rejection problem for this

hypothetical lane. Using weekly rejection rates was more appropriate for our dataset because most of the lanes

in the dataset had highly volatile volume.

3.3 Regression analysis

In this research, we used the regression analysis to find the relationships between rejection rate and the

explanatory variables that we expected to account for rejections.

We used the simple linear regression to examine each of the two key independent variables for this research:

variability of load volume and length of haul. The linear regression model assumes that
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Y = fo + / 1 x + E

where E is a Normally distributed random variables with mean i = 0 and some unknown standard deviation o.

x is the independent or explanatory variable and Y is the dependent variable.

We mainly looked at the R squared, or the coefficient of determination, of the regression results to see how

well the explanatory variables explain rejection rates, the dependent variable. The R squared is the proportion

of total variation of the observed values of the dependent variable Y that is accounted for by the regression

equation of the independent variable x.
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4 Data Analysis

Our analysis showed that tender rejections mostly led to increased truckload prices, resulting in excess

planned transportation expenditures for shippers. We examined the three explanatory variables that we

expected to explain the tender rejection problem, including volatility of shippers' demand, length of haul, and

shippers' price relative to the market price.

4.1 Rejection and price escalation

During the five-year period of our dataset, 1,071,218 loads, or 64% of the total shipments, were planned, thus

these planned loads were tendered to the primary carriers according to each shipper's routing guide.

Throughout this section, a planned load refers a shipment over a defined lane (as per the shipper's routing

guide) along with the primary carrier and the primary rate.

Of the total planned loads, the carriers rejected 212,037 loads, yielding the aggregate rejection rate of 19.8%

(Fig 5). For the entire planned loads, the shippers' total expenditure amounted to $799 million, based on the

primary prices. Due to rejection, the shippers paid an extra $23 million, or 2.8% more.

For the rejected loads alone, the shippers paid on average 14.8% above their primary prices. However, not all

of the rejected loads resulted in increased prices. 29,444 loads, or 13.9% of the rejected loads, experienced an

average price decrease of 10.4%. For the remaining rejected loads, the price increased by an average 19.2% on

average. For those loads that were rejected (but the backup rates were lower than the primary rates), no

specific patterns, such as certain regions, length of haul, or certain times of a year, were observed.

In Fig. 5, the tender depth indicates the number of rejections the shipper experienced for a load before the

final backup carrier accepted the load. The tender depth "0" indicates that there was no rejection since the
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primary carrier accepted the tender. The tender depth "2" indicates that two carriers including the primary

carrier rejected the load until the second backup carrier accepted it. In this research, all of the loads with

tender depth of I or higher were regarded as rejected loads. The backup carrier is the carrier who was tendered

a load after the primary carrier rejected it and the backup rate is the rate at which the final backup carrier

accepted it. As the data suggested, backup rates are usually higher than the respective primary rates.

While the dataset included loads with tender depth up to 58, the chart in Fig. 5 was truncated at the tender

depth of 10, as the loads above this level accounted for only 0.2% of the total. Most of the rejected loads were

accepted by the first or the second backup carriers (78% of the rejected loads).
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Figure 5 Load volume by tender depth

The average backup rate differential increased by tender depth (Fig. 6). Backup rate differential for a load is

defined as,

backup rate differential = backup rate - primary rate
primary rate
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Tender depth may indicate the shortage of available backup carriers at the time of the tender, since the deeper

the tender, the longer the time or more effort for the shipper to find the backup carrier. High tender depth may

also indicate a shortage of carriers at the tendered price and in such cases the shipper should increase the price

to attract backup carriers.
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Figure 6 Average backup rate differential by tender depth

The regression analysis showed the relationship between tender depth and backup rate differential as,

backup rate differential = 13.18% + 3.09% x tender depth + error

where,

tender depth = 1, 2, 3, ...

In the analysis, the dependent variable was the backup rate differential of each load and the dependent

variable was the tender depth of each load. The loads that were accepted by the primary carriers were

excluded from the regression.
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The weak R squared of 1.62% suggested tender depth alone was not a good indicator of change in backup rate

differential and that other variables caused backup rates to rise from the primary rates.
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Figure 7 Quartiles of backup rate differential by tender depth

The shippers in the dataset had three carriers assigned to each lane. The rates of the second and third carriers

were mostly higher than the rate of the first carrier (primary carrier). Hence, the rates for the tender depth of 4

and above, could have been affected by various factors. Different tender sequencing logic or tender lead time

also could have accounted for backup rate differential. For example, for the load with the tender depth of 58 in

the dataset, the shipper allowed a long lead time of 8 days, making 7.3 tenders a day on average, eventually

finding a backup carrier whose rate was lower than the primary rate.

As Fig. 7 shows, the backup rate differentials varied widely even for the same tender depth. For the loads with

tender depth of 3, for example, the backup rate differentials between the upper and the lower quartiles ranged

from 6% to 33%.
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We conclude that tender rejections mostly lead to price increases, while tender depth only partially explains

the magnitude of backup rate differential.

4.2 Volatility of shipment volume and rejection rate

We examined the irregularity of shippers' demand as a cause for tender rejection. If volume on a given lane

fluctuates unpredictably, it is assumed that primary carriers cannot adequately allocate their resources to

respond to the shipper's tenders. We examined if the large variance of weekly volume on a lane led to higher

rejection rates.

To more accurately evaluate the effect of volatility, we excluded the lanes with extreme volume variability in

this analysis. We included only the lanes with the average weekly volume ranging from 1 to 20 shipments a

week. We also included the lanes with length of haul ranging from 0 to 400 miles. The lanes filtered with

these two criteria had a coefficient of variation (CV) for weekly volume over a year ranging from 0.38 to 4.71.

The coefficient of variation of weekly volume was calculated as,

standard deviation of weekly volume over one year
CV of weekly volume =

average of weekly volume over one year

We finally chose the lane with the CV of weekly volume between 0.38 and 1.00 for the analysis, which

accounted for 75% of the data as filtered for average volume and length of haul.

In the regression analysis, the independent variable was the coefficient of variation of weekly volume for each

lane by shipper. The dependent variable was the weekly rejection rate for each lane by shipper. Table 4 shows

a part of the data used for the regression. The table includes one shipper's weekly rejection rate and CV of

weekly volume for the shipper's two different lanes.
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Origin Dest. Week
zip zip

435 546 1

435 546 2

435 546 ...

435 546 52
435 624 1

435 624 2

435 624 ...

435 624 52

Table 4

Average Weekly No. of Annual
distance volume rejections volume

437 10 6 778

440 22 10 778

... ... ... N 778

437 10 5 P778

335 6 2 528

335 20 12 528

... ... ... 528

335 8 2 528

Rejection rate and coefficient of variation of weekly volume

The regression analysis suggested that the CV of weekly volume meaningfully explained rejection rates. But

the impact was significantly different by length of haul.

The regression model for short haul (less than 100 miles) shipments was,

rejection rate = -14.39% + CV (lane volume)x 98.40% + error

The model for distances of 100 to 400 miles,

rejection rate = 24.13% + CV(lane volume)x 54.15% + error

In both models, the CV of weekly volume meaningfully explained rejection rates. But the R squared of each

model was significantly different: 20.4% for short-haul and 6.7% for long-haul shipments. Such difference

suggests that variability of shippers' volume explains tender rejection much better for short-haul shipments

than for longer hauls. Short-haul shipments are mostly carried by regional carriers whose base is located near

shippers' pickup points (CHR 2013). The analysis suggested that those regional carriers with limited capacity

were more vulnerable to variability of volume.
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Fig. 8 shows the quartiles of rejection rates for different CV's of weekly volume, for shipments of less than

100 miles.
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Figure 8 Quartiles of rejection rate by CV of weekly volume (bin)

4.3 Geographic patterns of rejection and the effect of length of haul

We attempted to discover geographical factors or patterns of tender rejections. However, length of haul was

the only factor that explained rejections (but only partially).

4.3.1 Geographical pattern on maps

We initially anticipated our dataset to display specific lanes, directions, zones, or any other geographical

category that may explain tender rejections. However, we could not discover any pattern.

An attempt was impeded partly by the concentrated nature of the transportation network contained in our

dataset. Of the total 8,291 lanes over which the shipper transported shipments in 2011, 829 lanes, or 10% of

the total lanes, contributed more than 75% of the total volume. In addition, these high-volume lanes were
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scattered over the national network. This pattern is in line with the entire freight transportation network in the

U.S., in which most of total volume is distributed on a few lanes while the majority of the lanes have little

volume (Caplice 2007).

Fig. 8 shows the origin points of 100- to 400-mile-long lanes with an annual average weekly rejection rate

higher than 20% in 2011. While the figure captures the densest area in the entire network in terms of

shipments per area, the origins, including the top five origins (by volume), were very dispersed in the area.
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Figure 9 High rejection origins in the East North division
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Figure 10 High rejection destinations in the East North division

Fig. 9 displays the destination points of the lanes with the top five origins shown in Fig. 8. The distribution of

rejection rates by destination didn't display any noticeable patterns. In addition, high rejection rates for certain

lanes were not consistent over time even if shippers had consistent volume over the lanes. We performed a

similar exercise for other regions, but the result was the same.

4.3.2 Rejection by length of haul

The analysis of Kafarski (2012) suggested that rejection rates increase by length of haul, especially for those

longer than 100 miles. While his analysis was based on the 9-month truckload shipments of a single shipper

from the six origin points, we applied a similar approach to the network including multiple shippers for

shipments during the five-year period.

To more accurately measure the impact of length of haul on tender rejections, we again excluded the lanes

with extreme variability of volume. We included the lanes with the annual average of weekly volume ranging
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from 1 to 20 shipments a week and with the coefficient of variation of weekly volume for a year of less than

1.50.

In the previous section, we discussed that variability of shipper's volume on a given lane meaningfully

explained rejection rates. Therefore, to more precisely evaluate the impact of distance, an analysis should

include the narrow range of the CV for weekly volume. However, we used the 0.38-1.50 ranges because the

dataset for this analysis would not have a sufficient distribution for the data over various distance ranges. This

is related to the concentrated characteristic of the transportation network, as we explained in the previous

section.

Fig. 11 shows that the annual average of weekly rejection rate increased by length of haul, and remained high

in the distance range of 100-400 miles. The shipments in the chart were made during 2011 for all of the 17

shippers in the entire network. It was noticeable that the average rejection rate jumped at the 100-125 mile

range.
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Figure 11 Average rejection rate by length of haul (2011)
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It is important to note that the rejection rates were averaged within each distance bucket in Fig. 11. For

example, the average rejection rate for the distance bucket of 100-125 miles was 28%, which was computed

by averaging the weekly rejection rates of the lanes of 100-125 mile length of haul.

A similar pattern - a sharp increase in 0-125 mile length of haul range - was observed for the nine census

divisions, except for the South West division. In that region, rejection rates for the short-haul shipments (less

than 100 miles) were higher than for long-haul ones. When dividing shipments by region, we used the postal

codes of the origins. While the chart shows the trend in 2011, a similar pattern was observed for each year

during the 2008-2010 period.

Fig. 12 shows that there was a similar pattern for the East North Central division. We further looked into the

shipments in the 100-125 mile distance range in this region, but we could not discover any noticeable pattern

that explained high rejection rates.
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Figure 12 Rejection rate by distance in the East North Central division (2011)

Fig. 13 shows that the shipper's rejection rate highly fluctuated year after year, even though the shippers

consistently transported goods over the same lane.
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Figure 13 Rejection in 100-125 mile distance range

We also examined whether the shippers paid markedly different prices such that the carriers were incentivized

to choose the higher rates within the same region, rejecting loads with relatively low prices. However, as in

Fig. 14, there was no relationship between each shipper's price and tender rejection.
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Figure 14 Rejection vs. price in 100-125 mile distance range
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The linear regression analysis showed that there was a very weak correlation between length of haul and

rejection rate. Especially, there was very weak relationship for the distance range of 100-400 miles, with the R

squared of 0.2%. For the 0-100 mile range, the R squared was higher at 3.5%.

Fig. 15 shows large variance rejection rates within the same length of haul bucket. For example, for the 100-

125 mile length of haul range, the rejection rate widely ranged from 21% (lower quartile) to 75% (upper

quartile).
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Figure 15 Quartiles of rejection rate by length of haul (bin)

We conclude that length of haul is not a good predictor for rejection rate for a given lane.

4.4 Truckload price and rejection

Harding (2005) suggested based on his industry experience that shippers' high price incentivize carriers to

perform, thereby reducing rejections. We attempted to discover the relationship between truckload price and
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rejection, but accurate comparison of prices among various shippers was difficult because the shippers in the

dataset didn't ship goods over the same lanes or over lanes closed located together.

4.4.1 Price and rejection

To compare prices of the different shippers and of different lengths of haul, we compared the price of each

load to the market rate, which was calculated by,

market rate = $278 + $0.82 x lengh of haul

where the length of haul was within the 250-400 mile range. This market rate was calculated by regression

with length of haul as an independent variable and linehaul rate as a dependent variable, so it is the average of

the linehaul rates in the dataset.

We compared market rate differentials among the shippers. The market rate differential was computed as,

linehaul rate for load - market rate
market rate differential =

linehaul rate for load

Positive market rate differential meant that the shippers paid higher price for the load than the market average.

We investigated if the shippers with a negative average market rate differential experienced tender rejections

more often, or the shippers with a positive differential obtained high acceptance rates. Fig. 16 shows that the

shippers' average market rate differential had no relationship with their average acceptance or rejection rate.

Each circle indicates the average acceptance rate and the average market rate differential of each shipper.
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Figure 16 Acceptance rate and rate differential by shipper

The result was similar when we looked at the individual lane level. Fig. 17 shows that the shippers' market

rate differential for each lane has no relationship with the weekly rejection rate for the lane. In this chart, we

used the primary rates, instead of the actual linehaul rates, to compute market rate differentials. Hence, a

negative market rate differential for a lane indicated that the shipper's primary rate for the lane was lower than

the average market rate.
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4.4.2 Backup rate differential and rejection

In the previous section, we discussed that the relationship between price and rejection was not clear when the

individual price was compared to the market price. Alternatively, we looked at the relationship between

backup rate differentials (defined in the section 4.1) and rejection rates (Fig. 18).

The linear regression model showed that rejections rates meaningfully explained changes in backup rate

differential with the R squared of 14.8%. This result suggests that a primary carrier for a lane rejected a load

more frequently when the backup rate for the lane was much higher than the primary rate.
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Figure 18 Quartiles of backup rate differential by rejection rate (bin)

4.4.3 Rejection and shipper's cost

Our analysis showed that tender rejection led to increase in price (the section 4.1) by 14.8% on average. The

analysis also suggested that primary carriers rejected loads more frequently when the primary rates were lower

than the backup rate (the section 4.4.2). Based those findings, our final question was 'what is the net effect of

tender rejection on truckload price?' We examined how the shippers' actual truckload prices varied on

different rejection rates.

Fig. 19 shows the average linehaul rate for the various rejection rate buckets. The data for this chart included

the linehaul rates for the lanes in the 100-250 mile length of haul range. The average linehaul rates for the

lanes in the 0-5% rejection rate bucket was $2.38/mile. If all of the loads over this length of haul range were

charged the same average rate ($2.38) and the prices for all of the rejected loads increased by 14.8%, the

actual linehaul rate for each rejection rate bucket should increase linearly following the straight (dotted) line

in Fig. 19.
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However, the chart shows that the actual average linehaul rates were below the straight line. Especially, the

average linehaul rate for the 10-35% rejection rate buckets was lower than the average for the 0-10% rate

bucket.
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Figure 19 Average linehaul rate by rejection rate (bin)

We conducted two different regression analyses: one with weekly rejection rate for lane as an independent

variable (model 1) and the other with both rejection rate and squared rejection rate (model 2). The regression

models are,

Model 1: LHPM = $2.44 + $0.46 x rejection rate + error

and,

Model 2: LHPM = $2.62 + (-$0.36) x rejection rate + 0.67 x rejection rate2 + error

For both analyses, we used the average of the linehaul rate for the weekly volume on the lanes as a dependent

variable. The lanes with the length of haul over the 100-250 mile range were included in the analysis.
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The R squared for model 2 was 5.2%, while it was 4.6% for model 1. Even though it was only a small

improvement, the difference suggests that price and rejection rate had a negative correlation for a certain

distance range. Model 2 suggests that shipper's truckload price for 100-250 mile shipments may decrease as

rejection rate increases until the rejection rate reaches around 27% (Fig.20)
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Figure 20 Rejection rate and linehaul rate (model 2)

We applied the same analysis to a smaller set of data (origins located in the "60" 2-digit postal code area, 100-

250 mile distance) to test the model, excluding potential regional effects on truckload rates. On this lane, nine

different shippers transported around 5,000 loads annually. The R squared for model 2 for this sample was

14.2%, while it was 12.9% for model 1.

4.5 Chapter summary

- Tender rejection mostly led to price increases, but the impact of tender depth on the backup rate

differentials was insignificant.
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* Volatility of volume meaningfully explained tender rejection. The more volatile the weekly volume

was, the higher tender rejection rate was for a lane. The impact was much more significant for short-

haul lanes.

e There was no significant geographical pattern that explained tender rejections. Rejections occurred

randomly at various locations.

- Length of haul also didn't sufficiently explain rejections. For the lanes of length of haul over 100

miles, the average rejection rates were markedly higher than the average rates for shorter miles.

However, due to high variance of rejection rates even within a narrow distance range, distance didn't

explain rejections at all.

* The average market rate differential of a shipper didn't explain the shipper's average rejection rate.

The differential between the primary rate and the market rate for an individual lane didn't explain

rejection rates either.

e The higher rejection rate was, the larger backup rate differential was. This suggested carriers rejected

tenders more often when the backup rate was significantly higher.

e A potential trade off between price and rejection was observed. For length of haul over the 100-250

mile range, the average truckload prices were lower for the lanes in the range of high rejection rate

than the prices for the lanes with zero or near zero rejection rates.
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4.6 Summary of regression results

Table 5 summarizes the regression results in this section.

Table 5 Summary of regression results
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Dependent Independent Independent Variable Coefficient Coefficient R2
variable variable 1 variable 2 level (variable 1) (variable 2)

Backup rate Tender depth - load positive - 1.6%differential ______

Rejection rate CV of weekly - lane positive - 20.4%(0-100 miles) volume
Rejection rate CV of weekly - lane positive - 6.7%(100-400 miles) volume
Rejection rate Length of lane - lane positive - 3.5%(0-100 miles)______
Re(c0-0n rie ength of lane - lane positive - 0.2%

Backup rate Rejection rate - lane positive - 14.8%differential ______

Linehaul rate Rejection rate - lane positive - 4.6%
per mile

Linehaul ratel (Rejection
pe ie Rjcinrate rae2 lane positive negative 5.2%



5 Conclusion

With an objective of helping shippers to better predict tender rejections and to minimize expenditures on

truckload transportation, this research attempted to find predictor variables that explain tender rejections for a

given lane. However, the variables that we expected to be meaningful failed to sufficiently explain rejections

in the dataset.

In practice, shippers generally view the 100-400 mile length of haul range as the challenging range in which

rejection is more likely than for shorter hauls. This range is also important since, as our dataset showed in

Chapter 3, shipments over this range accounted for almost the half of the total loads.

Based on our regression analysis, we conclude that neither volatility of volume or length of haul sufficiently

explained tender rejections for this critical range. Even volatility of volume, which is generally considered a

cause for rejections, explained only less than 7% of the change in rejection rates.

The market rate differentials didn't show any correlation with tender rejections, which also contradicts the

general belief that carriers reject tenders when the rates are too low.

We found that tender rejection occurred without any geographical and temporal pattern. High rejection didn't

repeat for the same lanes over time. Simultaneously, the shipper experienced large fluctuations in rejection

rates over some lanes despite the shipper having consistent load volume over these lanes. These geographical

and temporal uncertainties explained why those specific variables failed to explain rejections.
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5.1 Management insights

We observed a trade off between truckload price and rejection for the lanes over the 100-250 mile length of

haul range. This contradicts the general expectation that shippers' truckload expenditures increase if rejection

rates are high. This finding suggests that some shippers might have paid a premium for a high acceptance rate

over that distance range.

Tender rejection can be interpreted as a failure of shipper's procurement. Even if our analysis suggested this

price-rejection trade off, aiming at certain failures might not be a feasible strategy. However, shippers may

incorporate this trade off into their strategy by not penalizing carriers with a certain rejection rate, thus not

preventing them from winning the bids. In other words, shippers need to reconsider a procurement strategy

aiming for zero rejection rates.

5.2 Future research

Even though length of haul was not a meaningful factor to explain rejections, the average rejection rate was

still higher for long-haul shipments with a distance over 100 miles than the average rejection rate for short-

haul ones. This suggests that there were other variables that more significantly accounted for rejections than

volume variability or length of haul. Future research on truckload rejections should focus on long-haul

shipments.

We found only a hint of trade-off between rejection rate and truckload price. More rigorous examination was

limited by lack of data. Future research can validate this finding by applying a similar approach to the dataset,

including shipments of multiple shippers clustered in a small region.
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Appendix

A.1 Data fields

Field Description Note
Load Number Unique identifier for the load
Normalized Identifier for this TMC's customer (Shipper)
Customer Number
Carrier Name of the carrier
Tender Sequence Number representing the sequence of the tender in Starts from 0 at the first

the series of tenders of the load tender and ends at the final
tender accepted

Rejected Identifies if the tender was accepted or rejected by
the carrier

Origin City City of origin where the load was picked up
Origin State State of origin

Origin Country "US"
Destination City City of destination where the load was unloaded
Destination State State of destination
Entered Date Date that the load was transmitted (over EDI) or

entered (Web) by the Customer (Shipper) to TMC; it
is the first time of visibility of the load for TMC

Tendered Date Data that the load was tendered to the carrier
Booked Date Date that the carrier accepted load Null if the tender was

rejected

Ship Date Date that the load will be shipped on
Pickup By Time that the load must be picked up by on the

Ship Date
P_ActArrived Date that the load was actually pick up
Miles Distance for the load/lane in the customer's routing

guide
Mileage Calculation Represents level of addresses used by the

Customer to calculate the distance of load
PCMiler 25 Short Point-to-point distance based on five-digit zip
Line Haul The line-haul charge for the load, calculated by the

Customer-set rate per distance multiplied by Miles
Fuel Fuel surcharge for the load, calculated based on

the Customer's own fuel surcharge program and
the prevailing price of fuel on the Ship Date

350 Expedited costs; these are funds in additional to the
line haul that were needed to secure capacity

Total Rate Charge to the shipper including Line Haul, Fuel and
TMC's service fee

Total Extended Cost Actual cost of the load: Line Haul + Fuel +
Expedited

Quote Type Quote type for linehaul rate (e.g., "city to city") "to "if unplanned
Mode Identifies the equipment type that was used, "Van

TL" means dry van truck load
StopQuantity Identifies the number of the pick-up and drop

locations; '1P1D' means 1 pick-up location & 1 drop
location

SCAC SCAC code of the carrier
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Core/Non-Core

Carrier Home City The carrier's home city
Carrier Home State The carrier's home state
Tractor Count The number of tractors controlled by the carrier
Normalized Origin Five-digit zip of the origin location
Zip
Normalized Dest Zip Five-digit zip of the destination location
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Core: identifies if the carrier is a carrier for that
particular lane
Non-Core: identifies if the carrier is a carrier for the
customer but on that particular lane, these would be
seen if a carrier secured a load via Spot Bid and not
the Auto Tender process
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A.2 Regression result: backup rate differential - tender depth

" Dependent variable: backup rate differential

- Independent variable: tender depth

- The regression output:

Regression Statistics

Multiple R 0.127303623
R Square 0.016206212
Adjusted R Square 0.016201533
Standard Error 0.367160718
Observations 210256

ANOVA

df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 1 466.9110377 466.9110377 3463.552062 0
Residual 210254 28343.70945 0.134806993
Total 210255 28810.62049

Standard
Coefficients Error t Stat P-value

Intercept 0.131785204 0.001289427 102.2044895 0
Tender Depth 0.030909722 0.000525212 58.85195037 0

Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept 0.129257959 0.134312448 0.129257959 0.134312448

Tender Depth 0.029880321 0.031939124 0.029880321 0.031939124
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A.3 Regression results: rejection rate - CV of weekly volume (less than 100 miles)

- Dependent variable: weekly rejection rates for lanes with length of haul of less than 100 miles

- Independent variable: coefficient of variation (over a year) of weekly volume for lane

e The regression output:

Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.451837662
R Square 0.204157273
Adjusted R Square 0.203259031
Standard Error 0.303754119
Observations 888

ANOVA
Significance

df SS MS F F
6.88184E-

Regression 1 20.97083285 20.97083285 227.2852885 46
Residual 886 81.74817658 0.092266565
Total 887 102.7190094

Standard
Coefficients Error t Stat P-value

Intercept -0.143855667 0.047073331 3.055990826 0.002310422
Coeff Of Variation 0.983696238 0.065249223 15.07598383 6.88184E-46

Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%

Intercept -0.236243909 0.051467426 0.236243909 0.051467426
Coeff Of Variation 0.85563517 1.111757306 0.85563517 1.111757306
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A.4 Regression results: rejection rate - CV of weekly volume (100-400 miles)

* Dependent variable: weekly rejection rates for lanes with length of haul of 100-400 miles

* Independent variable: coefficient of variation (over a year) of weekly volume for lane

* The regression output:

Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.259572907
R Square 0.067378094
Adjusted R
Square 0.067231178
Standard Error 0.311777253
Observations 6350

ANOVA
Significance

df SS MS F F
Regression 1 44.57987856 44.57987856 458.6168726 2.69784E-98
Residual 6348 617.0576923 0.097205056
Total 6349 661.6375709

Standard
Coefficients Error t Stat P-value

Intercept 0.241339751 0.017996438 13.41041763 1.85992E-40
CoeffOfVar 0.541578771 0.025289289 21.41534199 2.69784E-98

Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept 0.206060654 0.276618848 0.206060654 0.276618848
CoeffOfVar 0.492003223 0.591154319 0.492003223 0.591154319
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A.5 Regression results: rejection rate - length of haul (less than 100 miles)

" Dependent variable: weekly rejection rates for lanes with length of haul of less than 100 miles

- Independent variable: average length of haul

" Base case: length of haul 0-25 miles

* The regression output:

Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.227348546
R Square 0.051687362
Adjusted R
Square 0.049255791
Standard Error 0.332399916
Observations 1174

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F

Regression 3 7.045965244 2.348655081 21.25677777 2.07157E-13
Residual 1170 129.2729536 0.110489704
Total 1173 136.3189188

Standard
Coefficients Error t Stat P-value

Intercept 0.479733622 0.022209404 21.60047302 2.3698E-87
25-50 0.081695832 0.029941688 2.728497839 0.006457649
50-75 0.063140096 0.0280695 2.249420048 0.024671116
75-100 0.218558913 0.029331434 7.451354448 1.79032E-13

Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept 0.436158914 0.523308331 0.436158914 0.523308331
25-50 0.02295043 0.140441234 0.02295043 0.140441234
50-75 0.008067916 0.118212275 0.008067916 0.118212275
75-100 0.161010826 0.276107 0.161010826 0.276107
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A.6 Regression results: rejection rate - length of haul (0-400 miles)

e Dependent variable: weekly rejection rates for lanes with length of haul of 0-400 miles

- Independent variable: average length of haul

e Base case: length of haul 0-50 miles

e The regression output:

Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.115673144
R Square 0.013380276
Adjusted R Square 0.012640602
Standard Error 0.323254229
Observations 9345

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F

Regression 7 13.23156071 1.890222959 18.08941833 4.71472E-24
Residual 9337 975.6539125 0.104493297
Total 9344 988.8854732

Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value
Intercept 0.524682735 0.014485368 36.22156653 6.2032E-269
50-100 0.087393741 0.019089311 4.578150692 4.7517E-06
100-150 0.18145803 0.017566753 10.32962807 7.04447E-25
150-200 0.105229773 0.017143258 6.138259844 8.68266E-10
200-250 0.116218514 0.016690461 6.963169829 3.55149E-12
250-300 0.087605895 0.016841039 5.201929336 2.01415E-07
300-350 0.090311482 0.016888395 5.347546759 9.12614E-08
350-400 0.122120643 0.016653169 7.333177595 2.43474E-13

Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept 0.496288254 0.553077216 0.496288254 0.553077216
50-100 0.049974529 0.124812953 0.049974529 0.124812953
100-150 0.147023362 0.215892698 0.147023362 0.215892698
150-200 0.071625248 0.138834298 0.071625248 0.138834298
200-250 0.083501571 0.148935458 0.083501571 0.148935458
250-300 0.054593786 0.120618005 0.054593786 0.120618005
300-350 0.057206545 0.123416419 0.057206545 0.123416419

350-400 0.089476801 0.154764486 0.089476801 0.154764486
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A.7 Regression results: backup rate differential - rejection rate

" Dependent variable: average of backup rate differential for a week by lane

e Independent variable: weekly rejection rate for lane

e The regression output:

Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.385180662
R Square 0.148364142
Adjusted R
Square 0.14825989
Standard Error 0.156651331
Observations 8171

ANOVA

df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 1 34.92304376 34.92304376 1423.127816 3.0345E-287
Residual 8169 200.4643162 0.02453964
Total 8170 235.38736

Standard
Coefficients Error t Stat P-value

Intercept -0.01207079 0.003851165 3.134321595 0.001728621
Rejection rate 0.202899142 0.005378464 37.72436634 3.0345E-287

Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%

Intercept 0.019620054 0.004521527 0.019620054 0.004521527
Rejection rate 0.192355984 0.2134423 0.192355984 0.2134423
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A.8 Regression results: linehaul rate - rejection rate (model 1)

- Dependent variable: average of linehaul rate for a week by lane (100-250 miles)

- Independent variable: weekly rejection rate for lane

* The regression output:

Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.223189483
R Square 0.049813545
Adjusted R Square 0.04956474
Standard Error 0.677837008
Observations 3821

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F

Regression 1 91.98962098 91.98962098 200.2111574 2.43272E-44
Residual 3819 1754.689235 0.45946301

Total 3820 1846.678856

Standard
Coefficients Error t Stat P-value

Intercept 2.186269665 0.025057013 87.2518083 0

Rejection rate 0.486415789 0.034376648 14.1495992 2.43272E-44

Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept 2.137143253 2.235396077 2.137143253 2.235396077

Rejection Rate 0.419017437 0.553814141 0.419017437 0.553814141
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A.9 Regression results: linehaul rate - rejection rate (model 2)

e Dependent variable: average of linehaul rate for a week by lane (100-250 miles)

- Independent variable 1: weekly rejection rate for lane

- Independent variable 2: square of weekly rejection rate for lane

e The regression output:

Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.230370606
R Square 0.053070616
Adjusted R Square 0.052574582
Standard Error 0.676762869
Observations 3821

ANOVA

Significance
df SS MS F F

Regression 2 98.00438442 49.00219221 106.9898217 0
Residual 3818 1748.674471 0.458007981
Total 3820 1846.678856

Standard
Coefficients Error t Stat P-value

Intercept 2.329447169 0.04676398 49.81285142 0

Rejection rate -0.157236923 0.180900484 0.869190175 0.384797757
Rejection rateA2 0.524509409 0.144737321 3.623871193 0.000294007

Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept 2.237762388 2.42113195 2.237762388 2.42113195

Rejection rate -0.511907792 0.197433946 0.511907792 0.197433946
Rejection rateA2 0.240739513 0.808279304 0.240739513 0.808279304
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